
The Group

 KG Denim is a unit of KG group of companies.

 Trendsetters in the textiles industry from south India.

 70 years of versatile experience.

 US $ 250  million turnover.

 Totally integrated textile conglomerate.

 Diversified activities in Education, Engineering, Information 

technology and Entertainment.



The Company

Pioneers in denim production in India and also into processed fabrics.

Producing 30 million meters of world class denim fabric and 12 million meters 

of processed fabrics. 

Exhaustive range of fabrics supplied to all the leading brands in the World.



Strengths

Vertical integration from Cotton 
to Garment and made-ups.

Skilled Man Power.

Less Hierarchy.

Management

Functional Leaders

Operative workforce



Capacity

Denim Fabrics:

 2.5 million mtrs/month

 30 million mtrs/annually

Twills & Dyed Shirting:

 1.0 million mtrs/month

 12 million mtrs/annually

Weight  Range : 

 3.50 oz to 12.50 ozs         

Weaves :

 Chambray and Oxford

 2/1, 3/1, 4/1, Sateen and

Design.



Processing Capabilites and Finishes

Processing : 

 Indigo dyeing of yarns in various concentrations

 Fabric dyeing using reactive & vat in E-control dyeing technology

 Equipments from world leading suppliers like Benninger for continuous

bleaching & mercerizing

 Monforts & Kuster continuous dyeing equipments

 Bruckner Stenter & Ramish Gurneri Calendar

Finishes :

 Resin Treatment

 Pigment Coating

 Fabric Tinting(Both Sides)

 Discharge Printing



Sizing and Dyeing 

Sucker + Muller Indigo dyeing range capable of handling 16 warp beams.

3 sheet dyeing machinery equipped with complete automated system to control shade 

and save utilities. 

Adaptability to ever changing market needs.



Weaving

Equipped with 180 PICANOL and TOYOTA Air jet looms to produce quality 
fabric to serve market needs.

Capability to produce 50 different products simultaneously.



Inspection and Roll Tapering

 The most critical process to which undivided attention is devoted. 

 Fabrics are inspected twice every 1500 meters adopting 4point 
grading system.

 Hunter-Lab color matching system used for shading and tapering.

 Shades are individually analyzed before being categorized.



Effluent Treatment

The unit is a zero discharge plant adopting latest process techniques in effluent 
treatment.

Waste water is reclaimed through reverse osmosis process. 

Reclaimed water is reused in process, enabling greater control over sizing and dyeing 

against water from natural sources that have a varied parameters depending on the 

seasons.



Shipment And Tracking 

Procedure

We ensure that the cargo is in safe hands and delivered  

by fastest means.

Goods are containerized and dispatched to ports.

A weekly update is provided by our logistics department 

on the ETA of the container and current position.

For nominated and FOB shipments, flexibility to 

deliver cargo at designated location after customs

clearance through our shipping agents.



Authentic Ring Denims

Selvedge Denim

Super Fine Shirtings

Organic/Bio Denims

Comfort and Power Stretch using Lycra ,Dual Fx,  T400 and Spandex

Workwear Denim in Cotton & Cotton Polyester

Tencel Denim

Printed Denim (Pigment and Discharge)

Coated Denim (Two Tone)

Products Offered



Eco Certified Supplier

Certified with ISO 9001: 2000 standards  for Quality System and ISO 

14001 for Environmental Protection.

Certified as producer of Eco products by IMC (Institute of 

Marketecology) Switzerland for denim fabrics and garments.

Our Products are certified with Oeko-Tex 100 mark by TESTEX, 

Zurich.



Certifications







Corporate Social Responsibility

Our commitments :

 To Control water, air and noise pollutions in the Organization

 Focus on health better than the legal requirements

 Installed ‘State of the Art’Disc Membrane system to recycle the entire waste

water to maintain zero discharge.

 Purified Drinking Water scheme implemented at the factory for its employees

and the near by village.

 Running a Health center equipped with qualified doctor and nurses with

an Ambulance for the public. Maintaining a blood bank with the employees as

its donors and also conducting free medical camps and health check-up at

regular intervals.



 Maintenance of Road and Sanitary works for the local villages at the time

of need.

 More than 2000 trees are planted in and around the factory and also

donated saplings to local schools, colleges and NGO’s. Observing the

World Environment day on 5th June every year.

 Adhering to strict policy to avoid Child labor and observe Anti-Child labor day

on the 12th of June every year.

 Significant investments done towards energy efficient equipments and

also regular energy audits to conserve the energy and observe

Energy Conservation day on the 14th December every year.

 Producing Green energy by Captive Bio-mass based power plant .

 Complete ban on use of banned plastic materials and smoking inside the campus.



Our Customers



Our Customers



Contact

K G Denim Limited 
ThenThirumalai, Jadayampalayam,

Coimbatore 641302

India.

Phone  +91 4254 235 300 / 401

Fax +91 4254 235 400

Exports : msm@kgdenim.in

Tel : +91 4254 235 407, 235 433/430

Domestic : marketing@kgdenim.in

Tel : +91 4254 235 232, 235 408/413


